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Variance-Based Dipole Models for MEG/EEG Source
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Abstract—A set of dipole fitting algorithms that incorporate dif-
ferent assumptions about the variability of the signal component
into their mathematical models is presented and analyzed. Dipole
fitting is performed by minimizing the squared error between the
selected data model and available data. Dipole models based on mo-
ments that have 1) constant amplitude and orientation, 2) variable
amplitude and fixed known orientation, 3) variable amplitude and
fixed unknown orientation, and 4) variable amplitude and vari-
able orientation are considered. The presence of a dipolar source
is determined by comparing the fractional energy explained by the
dipole model to a threshold. Source localization is accomplished by
searching to find the location that explains the largest fractional
signal energy using a dipole model. Expressions for the probability
of a false positive decision and probability of correct detection are
derived and used to evaluate the effect of variability in the dipole
on performance and to address the effects of model mismatch and
location errors. Simulated and measured data experiments are pre-
sented to illustrate the performance of both detection and local-
ization methods. The results indicate that models which account
for variance outperform the constant orientation and magnitude
model even when the number of observations is relatively small
and the signal of interest contains a very modest variance compo-
nent.

Index Terms—Evoked experiments, hypothesis testing,
MEG/EEG, parameter estimation, signal detection, signal related
variance, source localization.

I. INTRODUCTION

L EAST squares dipole fitting is commonly used to detect
the presence of a dipolar source, and to identify the loca-

tion of the source. In this paper we consider the problem of de-
tecting and localizing a dipolar source given multiple indepen-
dent observations or trials of the same underlying phenomenon
at a single instant in time. For example, given multiple evoked
responses, we consider localizing a peak in the response such
as the N100, or localizing the peaks of several epileptic spikes.
We consider four different models for the dipolar source across
trials: 1) constant unknown dipole moment; 2) fixed, known mo-
ment orientation with variable unknown amplitude; 3) fixed un-
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known moment orientation with variable unknown amplitude;
and 4) variable unknown moment amplitude and orientation.
The last three models explicitly capture variability in an event
across multiple trials. Analogous models have been used to cap-
ture temporal evolution; see for example Mosheret al. [1].

Randomness or variability in MEG and EEG spatio–temporal
data is often identified as noise and treated accordingly. For ex-
ample, averaging is often employed to reduce the effects of non-
repeatable events. However, there is important information in
unaveraged event-related MEG/EEG data, as noted in Baillet,
et al. [2]. For example, averaging destroys noninterlocked syn-
chronization signals between long distance cells [3]. Averaging
also reduces the effective SNR when signal related variance is
present. Signal related variance arises naturally in MEG/EEG
evoked experiments from:

• trial to trial variations in response amplitude;
• trial to trial variations in latency;
• sources generating signals with different temporal mor-

phology but originating from the same spatial location.
Amplitude changes are common because the biochemical state
of neurons may change from trial to trial. Latency jitter is
common in neuromagnetic and neuroelectric evoked response
experiments and is difficult to remove when a template of the
response is not available. Spontaneous activity such as epileptic
spikes are also difficult to synchronize due to differences in
spike duration and morphology.

Localization algorithms, such as Linearly Constrained Min-
imum Variance (LCMV) spatial filtering [4], Multiple Signal
Classification (MUSIC) [1] and weighted MUSIC [5], exploit
variance through their reliance on the covariance matrix of the
data. The covariance matrix represents both signal and noise
variance; thus, covariance matrix-based algorithms only indi-
rectly exploit signal variance. Furthermore, a relatively large
number of independent data observations are required to ob-
tain an acceptable estimate of the true covariance matrix. For
example, LCMV-based algorithms require the number of data
observations to exceed the number of channels by a factor of
at least three to five in order to obtain statistically stable results
[4], [6]. Hence, covariance matrix based algorithms are limited
to applications in which a relatively large number of observa-
tions are available. Increasing interest in the study of scenarios
characterized by limited data [2], [3], [7], and [8] motivates the
development and analysis of localization and event detection al-
gorithms that both exploit variance and operate with relatively
small numbers of observations, such as those described in this
paper.
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Dipole fitting is accomplished by choosing the model
parameters to minimize the squared error between the dipole
model and the data. The fractional energy explained by the
model defines a goodness of fit metric that is used for detecting
the presence of a source and localizing the source. A statistical
analysis of the goodness of fit metric is presented in this paper
to guide the selection of a threshold for determining whether
the dipole model is appropriate, to determine the likelihood of
correctly identifying an actual dipole, and to analyze the effects
of location errors and model mismatch. The performance
depends on the dimensional parameters of the problem, a signal
to noise ratio that is defined in terms of the second moment of
the signal, and a loss factor associated with location error and
model mismatch. Detection and localization performance is
verified using simulated and epileptic spike data. We conclude
that dipole models based on variability generally offer much
better performance than the constant dipole moment model,
even when the actual signal variability is very small.

The paper is structured in the following manner. Section II
presents the mathematical models and goodness of fit metrics
for each dipole fitting algorithm. In Section III we derive the
test statistics for the performance metrics, obtain their proba-
bility density functions, and derive expressions for the proba-
bility of false positive decisions and the probability of correctly
detecting a source. We also analyze the effect of using the wrong
model and two metrics of localization performance. Section IV
presents several examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the approach followed by comments and conclusions.

Lower- and upper-case bold face symbols represent column
vectors and matrices while superscriptand denote matrix
transpose and inverse, respectively. The trace of a matrixis
written as and the symbol denotes the identity
matrix.

II. DIPOLE FITTING ALGORITHMS

The detection and source localization algorithms discussed
in this paper are based on mathematical models that relate the
underlying neural activity to the distribution of the electromag-
netic field strength or electric field potentials measured outside
the human body. This section develops these models and pro-
vides the basic performance structure by which the proposed
algorithms are judged. We assume biomagnetic data throughout
the paper, although the analysis and conclusions are directly ap-
plicable to bioelectric or joint data.

Let be a vector of size representing theth
magnetic field strength measurement atselected sensor sites,
where the index represents the event or epoch number, that
is, a distinct observation of the same underlying phenomenon.
We assume one active source, modeled as an equivalent current
dipole [2] at an unknown location represented by the 31
vector . The data may be modeled as

(1)

where the matrix is a matrix whose columns
represent the magnetic field strength generated by unit dipoles
pointing in the , and directions, respectively, at location,
the 3 1 vector represents the moment of the equivalent

current dipole, and represents noise. In the analysis that
follows we assume the noise is uncorrelated over the event
index , that is, for . This assumption
is not generally true if the data represents a time series. Note
that we assume the source locationis unknown, but fixed for
all observations.

The three columns of the forward transfer matrix de-
fine a set of three basis vectors that span the component of the
data associated with the dipole at. In the magnetic case the
external field strength generated by radially oriented dipoles
outside a spherically symmetric volume conductor is zero, so
our assumption of a spherically symmetric head model forces

to be rank two.1 To simplify the later analysis we gen-
erate a two dimensional orthogonal basis for the space spanned
by . Decompose as the product of an matrix

having orthogonal columns and a 23 matrix , that
is . We rewrite the signal model in terms of
the orthogonal basis vectors as

(2)

where the 2 1 vector is the transformed
dipole moment. Notice that while this transformation is mathe-
matically convenient, the transformed dipole moment no longer
corresponds to a physical dipole moment. For notational clarity
we ignore the dependence of the transformed moment on
.
The four dipole models considered in this paper are as fol-

lows.

1) Constant unknown dipole moment: .
2) Fixed known dipole moment orientation, variable mo-

ment amplitude: , where is known
and unit norm, .

3) Fixed unknown dipole moment orientation, variable mo-
ment amplitude: , where is unit norm.

4) Variable dipole moment orientation and magnitude:
.

It has been suggested that evoked response experiments fall
under the fixed dipole moment orientation category, while spon-
taneous epileptic data is better described by a variable moment
orientation [9]. Mosher,et al.[1] refer to the first two models as
“fixed location and orientation” and the third as “fixed location
unconstrained orientation” when fitting the temporal evolution
of a source.

In each case the unknown model parameters are obtained by
minimizing the squared error between the data and the model,
expressed in general as

(3)

Minimizing the squared error maximizes the fractional energy
explained by the corresponding dipole model, or the goodness
of fit. Although this approach may appearad hoc, it can be
shown that equivalent test statistics are obtained using the well-
known generalized likelihood ratio test [10] (GLRT) procedure

1The case whereH(���) is full rank will only introduce a dimensional change
to the analysis that follows.
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assuming the noise is zero-mean Gaussian with covariance
, where is unknown. Depending on the assumed dipole

model, the goodness of fit may be a function of location or
dipole orientation.

A. Constant Dipole Model

Assume the dipole moment is fixed. Substitute
into (3) to obtain the minimum mean squared error

dipole moment estimate

(4)

where

(5)

is the mean, or average data vector. Note that we have used
in deriving (4).

The goodness of fit expressed as a function ofand is

(6)

Substitute the estimate from (4) into (6) to obtain

(7)

A location estimate is obtained by maximizing over all
. The numerator of is the energy in the projection of

the mean onto the space spanned by the forward transfer matrix
. Hence, the goodness of fit is the fraction of the energy in

the mean that lies in the space spanned by .

B. Fixed Known Dipole Orientation

Here we assume a fixedknowndipole orientation so that
and variable dipole magnitude . The goal

is to find so as to minimize (3), which gives

(8)

Define the unit length vector . The vector
is the expected spatial pattern generated by a unit strength

dipolar source with transformed moment so that
. The corresponding goodness of fit is expressed as

(9)

Note that is the magnitude squared
of the projection of onto the space spanned by . Hence,

is the fraction of the energy in the data that is consistent
with , the expected spatial pattern for a source at. Apply
the identity to rewrite (9) as

(10)

where is the sample correlation matrix.
The th element on the main diagonal ofis the energy in the

th channel so is the total energy in all channels. The
goodness of fit is, thus, the ratio of energy in the signal com-
ponent of the data to the total energy.

C. Fixed Unknown Dipole Orientation

Here, we use where is unit length but
unknown. The goal is to find the dipole orientation and am-
plitude that minimizes the squared error given by (3). First,
we minimize with respect to as in (8). Use to
obtain an estimate of as a function of the unknown

(11)

Now the problem is to solve for the that satisfies

s.t. (12)

The minimization problem (12) may be rewritten as

s.t. (13)

which is equivalent to the maximization problem

s.t. (14)

or

s.t. (15)

The solution to the Rayleigh quotient represented by (15) is ob-
tained by choosing as the eigenvector corresponding to the
maximum eigenvalue of [11], that is

eigenvector (16)

The optimum moment orientation is, thus, a function of
source location .

The goodness of fit is, thus, expressed as

(17)

where . Again using we
may rewrite (17) as

(18)
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where is the maximum
eigenvalue of . The quantity is the max-
imum energy in any one dimension of the space spanned by

(19)

Note that the numerator of has the form
. Since

we know that . The additional flexibility
afforded by an unknown moment orientation cannot decrease
the goodness of fit relative to the fixed orientation case.

D. Variable Dipole Moment Orientation and Amplitude

In the most general case the dipole moment orientation
and amplitude varies across the observations. Minimizing the
squared modeling error in (3) with respect to the moment
yields

(20)

Hence, the goodness of fit is

(21)

(22)

Here, we see that the goodness of fit is the ratio of the energy
in the space spanned by the columns of to the total en-
ergy. Since has two nonnegative eigenvalues and
the trace of a matrix is the sum of its eigenvalues, we see that

and, thus

(23)

This is consistent with our intuition, since the more flexible
model should be able to obtain a better fit to the data.

III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE

The dipole fitting algorithms described in the previous section
may be used to determine the presence or absence of a dipolar
source by comparing the goodness of fit to a threshold. Local-
ization is accomplished by finding the valuethat maximizes
the goodness of fit. In this section we derive the probability of
incorrectly deciding a dipolar source is present given that the
data consists of noise (a quantity also called the probability of a
false positive decision) and the probability of correctly deciding
a dipolar source is present (a quantity also called the probability
of detection). We also examine the localization performance.

A fair comparison of different detection algorithms is per-
formed by evaluating the probabilities of detection assuming
that each algorithm has equal probability of false positive de-
cisions. The probability of false positive (FP) decision is given
by the expression

(24)

where is the test threshold, represents the goodness of fit,
and is the probability density function of the goodness of
fit assuming the data consists of noise. Similarly, the probability
of detection is given by

(25)

where is the probability density function of the goodness
of fit assuming a dipolar source is present. We shall show that

is a function of only the threshold and the dimensional
parameters of the problem, and that it does not depend on the
noise variance. , however, depends in general on the dimen-
sional parameters, the threshold, a quantity we identify as the
signal to noise ratio, and the mismatch between the true source
location and the test location.

The noise in (2) is assumed zero mean, independent
and identically Gaussian distributed across channels with

so we write

(26)

Recall that we also assume that noise is independent over the
event index . The signal component contributes a changing
mean to the data and, thus

(27)

For convenience and without loss of generality we analyze a
monotonic function of the goodness of fit

(28)

The test for the presence of a dipole atis then expressed as

(29)

We now show that is an -distributed random variable in
all cases.

A. Constant Dipole Model

Let be an matrix whose columns form an
orthonormal basis for the space orthogonal to that spanned by
the columns of . Consequently,

(30)

Using this identity and transforming the constant dipole fitting
test (7) according to (28) we obtain

(31)

where is the goodness of fit test threshold, and rep-
resents the ratio of the energy of the mean in the space spanned
by the columns of to that outside the same space.

We first determine by computing the den-
sity of assuming . In this case,
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and . Sim-
ilarly, . The elements
and are statistically independent because and

are orthogonal. Furthermore, since
and are sums of squares of independent
identically distributed zero-mean Gaussian random variables,
we have [12]

(32)

and

(33)

are central Chi-squared random variables withand
degrees of freedom, respectively. The ratio of independent Chi-
squared random variables is-distributed [12], so we have

(34)

and the probability of a false positive decision is

(35)

where

(36)

Notice that the probability of a false positive decision depends
only on the threshold and dimensional parameters of the
problem. Thus, we may choose the threshold to set
without any additional knowledge.

To determine the probability of detection, we
assume the true source location is. In this case

and
. Thus, the density of

is noncentral Chi-squared [12] with
noncentrality parameter

(37)

The density for is independent of
and is also noncentral Chi-squared

with noncentrality parameter

(38)

Hence, the test statistic is doubly noncen-
tral -distributed [12] with and degrees of freedom
and noncentrality parameters and , respectively. The re-
sulting probability of detection is written as

(39)

The difference between and is the noncentrality pa-
rameters and resulting from the presence of a source.

We may obtain insight as to the effect of location errors by
using (30) to show that the sum of the parameters defined in
(37) and (38) is

(40)

where is the ratio of signal energy to
noise power, since is the energy in the dipole and
is the noise variance after averaging. Hence, the noncentrality
parameter associated with the numerator of
is decreased by a location error, while the noncentrality param-
eter of the denominator increases. These effects reduce the prob-
ability of detecting a source.

If we set , that is, we are detecting at the true location,
then the noncentrality parameters are

(41)

In this case the test statistic is singly non-
central -distributed with 2 and degrees of freedom and
noncentrality parameter .

B. Fixed Known Dipole Orientation

Transform the goodness of fit expression (9) according to (28)
to obtain the test statistic

(42)

where is an dimensional matrix whose
columns are an orthonormal basis for the space orthogonal to

and is the goodness of fit test threshold.
When there is no source present we have

so and .
Thus, is the ratio of independent Chi-squared random
variables. The numerator is and the denominator is
so . The probability of a false pos-
itive decision is, therefore, expressed as

(43)

where

(44)

Note that depends only on the threshold and dimensional
parameters of the problem.

To compute the probability of detection we assume a true
source location at . Thus,

and . The
probability density function of the test statistic
is then where

(45)
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and

(46)

Therefore, the probability of detection for the known dipole ori-
entation model is

(47)

The effect of location errors may be evaluated by studying the
noncentrality parameters in (45) and (46). Since, by definition

, we have

(48)

where is the ratio of the energy
associated with the dipole to the noise power. Hence, a loca-
tion error reduces the noncentrality parameter associated with
the numerator of and increases the noncentrality
parameter in the denominator, producing decreased. This
decrease in is dependent only on the anglebetween the
assumed pattern and the actual pattern . Both
and are unit norm vectors so

(49)

This implies that while
and, thus, the loss in increases as the angle between

and increases. Note that since , this
analysis also applies to errors between the true moment orien-
tation and the one assumed when forming the test statistic. If

, the true moment orientation is and the assumed ori-
entation is , then (49) implies .

When , then

(50)

The probability density function of is then singly
noncentral -distributed, .

C. Fixed Unknown Dipole Orientation

When the dipole orientation is unknown, we transform
(17) using (28) to obtain the test statistic

(51)

is identical to except that here and are
random since they depend on given in (16).

If we condition on , that is, assume is
known, then we remove the effect of being random and
see that , because and
are now identical. Removing the conditioning on to obtain

is difficult in general due to the complexity of the
statistics of given in (16). However, we can infer the
performance in several special cases.

Note that is the eigenvector associated with the
largest eigenvalue of the 2 2 sample covariance matrix

where . For
the sample covariance matrix converges to the true covariance
matrix. Under this condition we may approximate as a
fixed known quantity in which case .

In general (23) implies [for
see (53)], so we conclude that the thresholdrequired to
achieve a given will satisfy

(52)

where is the threshold for the variable dipole moment orien-
tation test given in (55). For , we expect , and

.

D. Variable Dipole Moment Orientation

Transform the goodness of fit expression (21) according to
(28) to obtain the test statistic

(53)

where is defined as in Section III-A. If no source is
present, and

. Thus, and

(54)

where

(55)

To compute the probability of detection we assume a true
source location . Thus,

, and .
This implies where
the noncentrality parameters are

(56)

and

(57)

so

(58)

As in the previous cases, we may write

(59)

where is the ratio of the signal
energy associated with the dipole to the noise power. The effect
of a location error is to decrease the numerator noncentrality pa-
rameter and increase the denominator noncentrality parameter
in , which results in decreased probability of detection.

When , then and .
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E. The Effect of Model Mismatch

The statistical analysis given in the preceding subsections
provides a mechanism for addressing the effect of choosing the
wrong model. Thus, the analysis indicates the benefit of ex-
plicitly including variable amplitude or orientation in the test
when it is actually present, and conversely, the potential perfor-
mance loss associated with assuming a more general model than
the true one. In the discussion below we assume the location is
known, so .

1) Overmodeling:Consider assuming a variance based
model when the data is actually described by a fixed dipole with
constant amplitude. In this case, and, therefore

(60)

Hence, the noncentrality parameter is identical for these three
models and the effect of model mismatch is captured entirely
by the differing degrees of freedom associated with thedis-
tributions for each test. In general, the will be highest for
the test statistic with the fewest degrees of freedom, assuming a
fixed .

The effect of assuming a variable dipole orientation when the
data actually has a fixed orientation but variable amplitude is
also captured entirely by the increased degrees of freedom as-
sociated with relative to since for
we have that , that is, the noncentrality param-
eters are identical.

2) Undermodeling: If the model is underspecified, then
both the degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameters
are affected. First, suppose the dipole has fixed orientation
but variable amplitude. The noncentrality parameter for the
mean-based test is

(61)

(62)

where is the mean of the dipole moment
amplitude across trials. Similarly,

(63)

(64)

where is the second moment (statistical sense) of the dipole
moment amplitude across trials. Since the second moment is the
sum of the squared mean and variance, , where

we see from (62) and (64) that

(65)

Note that is nonnegative, so with
equality when . Thus, the noncentrality parameter for the
variance-based tests is lower bounded by that of the mean-based
test.

An upper bound on the variance-based noncentrality param-
eter is obtained by considering the ratio

(66)

(67)

The data under study is assumed to result from multiple inde-
pendent trials or observations of the same underlying biological
structure and event. Hence, we may assume that the likelihood
of current flow inversion is negligible and, therefore, all the
have the same sign, that is, or for all . This
implies that

(68)

and, thus, . One example where equality
can be reached is when and for all .

Equations (65)–(68) imply the bounds on are ex-
pressed in terms of as

(69)

For data in which there is very little variance we expect
to be near the lower bound. Data in which the moment ampli-
tudes are drawn from a heavy-tailed distribution are likely to be
near the upper bound since a heavy-tailed distribution is likely
to generate one relatively large . Note that if current flow
inversion is possible, then the upper bound of (69) is eliminated
since it is then possible for while .

Lastly, suppose the data contains a variable dipole orientation,
and we employ the fixed orientation test . It is straightfor-
ward to show that has noncentrality parameter

. Clearly,
with the difference dependent on how much rotates. If the
difference is small, then may give better performance be-
cause it has fewer degrees of freedom.

F. Localization

Least squares dipole fitting may be used to localize a dipolar
source by finding the locationthat maximizes the appropriate
test statistic . Complete characterization of localization
performance is difficult since is a random surface and
the joint probability density function of over all locations

may be impossible to obtain. However, the mean of the
random surface for each dipole moment is easily obtained
by numerically integrating the probability density functions
determined in Sections III-A–D.

As a second metric of localization performance we consider
the probability that where is the true location
and is any other location. This is the probability that the source
will be incorrectly localized at rather than at the true location
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. Beginning with the constant dipole case, we note that the
condition is equivalent to

(70)

a result which is a consequence of (30). Rewrite (70) as the
quadratic form , where

(71)

The matrix is symmetric and, thus, has eigendecomposition
where is an orthonormal matrix with columns

and . Note that (71) implies that
in general has both positive and negative eigenvalues. As-
sume for purposes of illustration that and
. In this case, (70) is rewritten as

(72)

Since the are orthonormal, is distributed as
and is independent of for , where the

noncentrality parameter is .
Thus, the random variable on the left-hand side of (72), denoted
as , is while the right-hand side of (72),
denoted as is distributed as . Also,
and are statistically independent. Thus, the probability that

may be written in terms of their respective densities
as

(73)

Similar approaches may be used to derive the probability that
or . The condition

is equivalent to

(74)

where . In this case has two
nonzero eigenvalues, and , with corresponding
eigenvectors and . The condition (74) may be shown to be
equivalent to where , ,
and , . Thus,
the probability that (74) is true may be computed using the ap-
propriate densities in (73).

Finally, the condition may be written as in
(74) where is given by (71). The expression for the probability
that is then derived in terms of the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of analogously to the constant dipole case.

IV. RESULTS

A. Model Performance Comparison

The relative performance of the dipole detection schemes is
illustrated by computing the probability of detection at the true
source location as a function of the noncentrality parameters
assuming equal . We consider two cases: and

. The corresponding goodness of fit thresholds for
the constant dipole model are and , re-
spectively. Under the assumption of spatially white noise, use

Fig. 1. Probability of detecting a dipolar source at the true location as a
function of SNR with a probability of false positive ofP = 10

(constant dipole detection test goodness of fit threshold� = 0:79). (A)
Zero source variance,SNR = SNR = SNR . (B) Modest source
variance,SNR = SNR = 2SNR . (C) Maximum source variance,
SNR = SNR = 10SNR .

of larger thresholds , such as , is not warranted as it
penalizes the probability of detection without providing practi-
cally useful gains in .

We use sensors in the configuration employed
by the Magnes II Biomagnetometer, a spherical shell head
model with a 13 cm radius, and data samples.
Selecting the range , we compute the
probability of detection for three cases: 1) zero source vari-
ance , 2) modest source variance

, and 3) maximum source variance
. The corresponding probabilities

of detection are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
As the noncentrality parameter increases, the probability of

detection for all cases tends to one. This is reasonable since the
noncentrality parameter represents the signal to noise ratio. Sim-
ilarly, as the probability of a false positive decision increases,
the probability of detection also increases for a fixed value of

. Conversely, as the goodness of fit thresholdincreases,
the probability of detection decreases for a given SNR. Note
from Fig. 2(A) that when a of 0.9 is obtained
for . To obtain when
(see Fig. 1), we require , a factor of almost seven
larger. The constant moment test generally performs rela-
tively poor at the very small corresponding to large good-
ness of fit thresholds, as shown Fig. 1.

Figs. 1 and 2 may be used to illustrate the effects of using the
wrong model by comparing for the different tests. Panel (A)
of both figures illustrates the effect of overmodeling since in this
case (60) holds, that is, the SNR is identical for each model. As
shown in Fig. 1(A), there is a penalty in detection performance
for overmodeling by using either or at . The
penalty associated with assuming a variable dipole orientation
when the orientation is actually fixed and known is illustrated in
all six cases by comparing to . We see that
in every case. The effects of undermodeling is also evident in
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Fig. 2. Probability of detecting a dipolar source at the true location
as a function ofSNR with P = 10 (constant dipole model
detection test goodness of fit threshold� = 0:33). (A) Zero
source variance,SNR = SNR = SNR . (B) Modest source
variance,SNR = SNR = 2SNR . (C) Maximum source variance,
SNR = SNR = 10SNR .

Figs. 1 and 2, although the degree of performance loss now de-
pends on the relative values of the SNR. For example, panel (B)
of both figures compares to and assuming the
SNR of the two variance based models are twice that of the con-
stant moment model, while panel (C) depicts performance as-
suming a factor of ten differential. There is a substantial penalty
for using a constant dipole model even when the true dipole has
modest variance.

B. Effect of Location Errors

The effect of using the wrong location when detecting the
presence of a source is illustrated by assuming the true source lo-
cation is placed 2.5 cm directly under the center of the sensor
array. We then compute , , for neighboring values

having the same radius as the true source as shown in Fig. 3.
The results in Fig. 3 are obtained by numerically approximating
the doubly noncentral distribution using the methods in [13].
The SNR is chosen so that the probability of detection at the true
source location exceeds 0.99 for each model. The probability of
detection decreases asmoves away from , although not uni-
formly because the interaction between and is not
solely a function of .

Fig. 4 depicts as a function of the mismatch angle
defined in (49) assuming and . In
the vicinity of there is very little loss due to mismatch
between and , but the performance degrades rapidly
as increases past 0.4 radians. Note that if , then Fig. 4
depicts the loss due to errors between the trueand assumed

moment orientations since then .

C. Simulated Detection Performance

Detection performance is simulated using a series of synthetic
spikes in noise. The source is located directly under the center
of the sensor array 2.5 cm deep and has a fixed moment. One
thousand sets of ten spikes are used to empirically estimate the

(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 3. Contours of constantP as a function of assumed source location for
P = 10 . The true source location is(0; 0) and the labels on the axes
represent location relative to(0; 0)measured in mm. (A) Constant dipole model
with SNR = 45. (B) Known dipole orientation model withSNR = 52. (C)
Variable dipole orientation model withSNR = 67.
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Fig. 4. Probability of detection of the fixed orientation dipole modelT as a
function of the error angle� due to mismatch in location or moment assuming
SNR = 140 andP = 10 .

probability of detecting the source at the true location as a func-
tion of SNR. The dipole moment magnitude is simulated
as where and the scaling pa-
rameters and are chosen so the sample mean and second
moment are constant for each set of ten spikes. We assume the
scenario represented by Fig. 1(B), that is, and

. The results shown in
Table I agree very well with the expected detection performance
depicted in Fig. 1(B). The threshold for is set equal to that
used for , since in this experiment is much greater
than two and we expect the estimated moment to be very stable.
The detection performance of and is quite similar. Since
(23) implies that , then we expect when
the thresholds are identical.

D. Localization of a Dipolar Source

Fig. 5 depicts the mean of , , and for sev-
eral SNR’s as a function of location. We assume the true
source location is directly under the center of the array and
display the mean for neighboring locationsat the same depth.
The maximum in each case is at the true source location, which
suggests that if the variability in is small, then the source
will be correctly localized. Insight regarding the variability in

is obtained by considering the probability that
as shown in Fig. 6 for the same cases. This figure illus-

trates the probability that an erroneous locationwill have a
larger goodness of fit than the correct location. As expected,
this probability decreases as SNR increases and as the distance
between and increases.

We empirically estimated localization accuracy by calcu-
lating the root mean squared error (RMSE) between estimated
and true dipole locations using 100 sets of ten synthetic spikes
generated as described in Section IV-C. Thus, the RMSE is

(75)

TABLE I
PERCENTAGE OFCORRECTDETECTION AT THE TRUE DIPOLE LOCATION

ASSUMINGSNR = SNR = SNR = 2(SNR ) AND P = 10 AS

A FUNCTION OF TEST STATISTIC T

where is the estimated location for theth set of ten spikes.
The RMSE is given in Table II for and 50, and

. As expected, we see
that and give similar performance. Also, substantial im-
provement is obtained using the models that incorporate signal
related variance.

E. Epileptic Spike Localization

The last example employs real data obtained using the
Magnes II Biomagnetometer. A total of 18 epileptic spikes
were collected from a subject with a left frontal brain lesion. The
spatial extent of the lesion precludeda priori determination of
the exact origin of the spike activity. Localization is performed
using only four spikes at a time. Source location estimates are
obtained for each possible combination of four spikes out of the
18 available spikes, yielding a total of 3060 trials. The spread
of the resulting cluster of estimates is calculated as the average
Euclidean distance from each estimate to the cluster center. The
cluster spread, also known as the first moment about the center,
is a measure of the consistency of the location estimates. The
cluster spread and mean location is shown in Table III. The
cluster centers are within one centimeter for all four algorithms
and consistent with the left frontal location of the lesion. The
cluster spread for the variance-based algorithms is significantly
less that that for the mean-based algorithm, which suggests
that the variance-based algorithms are exploiting the inherent
variability in the spike amplitudes to obtain more consistent
localization estimates. Note that the true moment orientation is
unknown so we do not present results for .

V. SUMMARY

The statistical analysis presented here is used to assess the
performance of dipole fitting based detection and localization
algorithms for four different models of signal behavior across
independent observations of a phenomenon: 1) constant dipole
moment, 2) fixed, known moment orientation and variable am-
plitude, 3) fixed, unknown moment orientation and variable am-
plitude, and 4) variable moment orientation and amplitude. The
last three models provide a mechanism for exploiting variance
in the signal with relatively small numbers of data samples. The
analysis provides guidelines for choosing the goodness of fit
threshold required to obtain a specified probability of incor-
rectly declaring a dipolar source present in the data. Expres-
sions for the probability of correctly deciding a dipolar source
is present are used to compare the various dipole models and as-
sess the impact of using the incorrect model. Localization per-
formance is assessed from the mean value of the detection
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E)

Fig. 5. Expected value of the test statisticT as a function of location. The true source location is at(0; 0) and the labels on the axes represent location relative
to (0; 0) measured in mm. The contours are set at 99%, 89%, 79%, etc. of the maximum value. (A)EfT g with SNR = 40, (B) EfT g with SNR = 80,
(C) EfT g with SNR = 160, (D) EfT g with SNR = 80, (E)EfT g with SNR = 160.
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E)

Fig. 6. Probability thatT (���) > T (��� ) as a function of location. The true source location is(0; 0) and the labels on the axes represent location relative to(0; 0)
measured in mm. (A) Constant dipole model withSNR = 40. (B) Known dipole orientation model withSNR = 80. (C) Known dipole orientation model
with SNR = 160. (D) Variable dipole orientation model withSNR = 80. (E) Variable dipole orientation model withSNR = 160.
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TABLE II
SYNTHETIC DATA RMS LOCALIZATION ERROR PERFORMANCE

FORSNR = 4SNR

TABLE III
THE MEAN CLUSTER LOCATION AND SPREAD FORLOCALIZATION ESTIMATES

OF EPILEPTIC SPIKE DATA

statistic as a function of location and by considering the proba-
bility that any given location will be incorrectly identified as the
true source location. The simulated and measured data experi-
ments verify the analysis and indicate that there is substantial
potential benefit associated for explicitly incorporating signal
related variance into the dipolar source model.
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